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Abstract 
A software tool for earth surface modeling of climate change through high-accuracy and high-speed methods are 
presented here. Environmental variables including temperature, rainfall and soil property constitute critical driving 
factors of ecosystem modeling. However, there are a couple of challenges behind modeling environmental factors 
including heterogeneity of multiple data sets. To handle compatibility between heterogeneous data sets, the modeling 
process need to represent environmental data in grid cells with earth surface modeling. However, there are error 
problems in classical methods of surface modeling. Furthermore, there is still limited experience in developing multi-
scale surface modeling tool of climate change for ecosystem modeling. High-accuracy and high-speed methods for 
surface modeling (HASM) were used to solve error problems, improve the accuracy of spatial distribution simulation 
of environmental variables and handling muti-scale information. However, HASM which is more theoretically 
perfect and more complicated than other classical methods of surface modeling. This tool decompose the HASM 
modeling process into several components including HASM initial field, HASM optimistic controller and HASM 
iterative solver .HASM can opt remote sensing images or existing short precision grid data for initial field and can 
also simulate filed when lacking of initial fields .HASM optimistic controller need to get knowledge from 
environmental database to generate controlling condition rulers ensuring modeling more reasonable and more 
precision. HASM iterative solver is responsible for solution of HASM by means of integration of various solve 
methods which we have developed. Rather than linking environmental data with these modeling components, a 
supermatic surface modeling approach ensuring effective information exchange components is also designed for 
HASM. This software is easily applied to the development of ecosystem modeling integrated with surface modeling. 
This study from this integration is also helpful for future researches that aim to integrate surface modeling and 
ecosystem modeling. 
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1. Introduction  
Nowadays, environmental and ecological modeling processes have been interdisciplinary modeling 
processes. Various natural indicators, social factors and different technologies are linked together to 
investigate the driving mechanism [1-6].However, there are a couple of challenges behind modeling that 
is heterogeneity of multiple data sets. To handle compatibility between heterogeneous data sets, 
environmental and other data can be represented in united unstructured grid cells with surface modeling. 
Several methods of surface modeling including IDW, kriging, Spline and others were developed and  
applied to estimate spatial distribution or convert the point data to continuous surface in the various 
natural domains[7-12].But there are some critical problems in surface modeling. Error problem has been 
studied being a vital factor affecting the accuracy of modeling especially in the DEM creation.[13,14]The 
accuracy of results can be seriously affected by several conditions such as sample and grid size, different 
methods. [15,14,16-18] And user may obtain unqualified data in a certain field ignoring the accuracy or 
reliability of modeling [19,16,20].To obtain necessarily high accuracy the computation cost must be 
moderately increased and difficult to deal with [18].HASM (high accuracy and high speed surface 
modeling) focus on these two major issues of surface modeling. It is a relatively more accurate and quick 
that classical methods solving the error problem theoretically .Furthermore, it has been applied to various 
ecological and environmental contexts and achieving the desired effect of accuracy and speed [21-
25].However, there is no easy interface or framework of HASM. And HASM is based on theory of 
surface and solves partial differential equations (PDEs). Obviously, modelers dislike such complicated 
models because of their gaps between the theory of mathematics and modeling implementation [2]. Reuse 
and extension of existing work are constricted. This paper presents a software framework of HASM 
which enables user to perform HASM quickly and automatically completes other data operations. 
2. HASM description 
HASM is a newly developed surface modeling method. In terms of the fundamental theorem of 
surfaces, a surface is uniquely defined by the first and second fundamental coefficients which constitute 
Gauss-Codazzi equations [26]. HASM is based on the second order PDEs of Gauss-Codazzi equations for 
surface modeling. By means of the solution of elliptic partial differential equations and optimum 
formulation of sampled values, HASM can obtain more relatively accurate results than classical 
methods[21-23]. 
2.1. Theoretical Formulation 
The most suitable PDEs of HASM could be expressed as [27], 
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Firstly, HASM calculates the first and second coefficients, E , F  , G  , L  and N according to sampled 
values. }{ , jif  are denoted as the sampled value of f at sampling points )},{( ji yx  and }
~{ , jif  are 
interpolations in terms of the sampled values }{ , jif .Let jiji ff ,
0
,
~
  and h  represent simulation step 
length, njif ,  10,0(  Iin  and )10  Jj  are the nth iteration values of lattices whose 
centers are points of )},{( ji yx ,then finite difference of the basic equations could be formulated as , 
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If computational domain is normalized to [0,1]×[0,1],the basic equations (2) could be expressed as, 
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2I  and 2J  are lattice number in direction x and direction y respectively; 
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and nB1  are respectively matrix of left-hand item and vector of right-hand item of the first equation of 
equation sets (3); 2A and 
nB2 are respectively matrix of left-hand item and vector of right-hand item of 
the second equation of equation sets (3) . 
2.2. Optimum Formulation 
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developed to make the interpolated values equal to or approximate to the sampled values at the sampling 
points, 
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Where 1))1(,(  jJikC  and jifkD ,)(  ,which means that the sampled value is jif ,  at the kth 
sampling point ),( ji yx . 
For sufficiently large  , the algorithm can be transferred into unconstrained least squares 
approximation, 
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We can get the iteration expression, 
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If an iteration method is used to solve equation set, the iteration cycle for solving the equation set is 
named inner iteration and the procedure of updating the right-hand item nhB  named as outer iteration.  
3. Framework implementation 
HASM is more theoretically perfect and more complicated than other classical methods of surface 
modeling. This tool decompose the HASM modeling process into several components including HASM 
initial field, HASM optimistic controller and HASM iterative solver .HASM can opt remote sensing 
images or existing short precision grid data for initial field and can also simulate filed when lacking of 
initial fields .HASM optimistic controller need to get knowledge from environmental database to generate 
controlling condition rulers ensuring modeling more reasonable and more precision. HASM iterative 
solver is responsible for solution of HASM by means of integration of various solve methods which we 
have developed. The framework of the software is written in C# and ESRI ArcObejcts for GUI (graphical 
user interface) and spatial data process .The core HASM computation routines are written in C++. The 
programs of this project are based on object-oriented design. All spatial data are organized as ArcGIS and 
GDAL compatible format.  
This tool comprises of three main modules, the meaning of each module is explained in Table 1, and 
the execution flowchart as shown in the Fig. 1, 
 
 
Fig. 1 the execution flowchart 
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Table 1 description of the modules  
Module Description 
Sample values Load multi-year sample values   
Optimistic controller Apply equality or inequality constraints to make the interpolated values 
equal to or approximate to the sampled values at the sampling points 
Iterative solver Discretization of PDEs. According to the different accuracy and speed 
requirements, different iterative solvers are performed to generate the 
surface. 
The no covariates modeling include the following steps,  
(1)The first step includes batch loading raw data, spatialization of raw data and fields mapping of data 
tables in multiple Spatio-Temporal scales. Raw data are often organized as tables or ASCII-files, this 
program can load them quickly and convert them into spatial format. Through field defining files, this 
program can also map the fields of data into the operating fields for flexibility and extension of reading 
tables of different structures. 
(2)The next step is to generate optimistic formula according to the sample values. User can opt for 
equality or inequality constraints and upper and lower boundaries control [28] to make the simulated 
accuracy as high as possible. 
(3)According to the requirement of simulation accuracy, user can choose first-order or third-order 
truncation for finite difference. These two modes focus on different domains of model. The first-order 
truncation is suitable for particularly high speed simulation and relatively high accuracy than classical 
surface modeling methods. The third-order truncation is apt for extremely high precision model. And 
advanced user can also choose different iterative solving method to obtain the simulated surface. 
The covariate modeling is generally similar to the no covariates modeling, the only difference is 
software firstly computes the residuals and predicts; generate residuals surface and add it to predict to 
obtain the final simulated surface. 
4. A case study: temperature surfaces in china 
Climate data especially temperatures are bases of the study of meteorology, agriculture, forestry and 
ecology. Temperature surfaces are critical environmental indexes of various geospatial and meteorology 
models. HASM can produce high accuracy temperature surfaces to help modelers to get more reliable 
outcomes. Here we take the simulation of temperature surfaces on a national level. We use a regressing 
transfer function of temperature and various surface modeling methods to create average annual 
temperature surfaces [28]. 
Table 2 error between temperatures of different surface modelling methods  
methods MAE(Mean-
Absolute-Error) 
MRE(Mean-
Relative-Error) 
RMSE(Root-Mean-
Square-Error) 
Idw 0.56245976 0.23592812 1.0467782 
Spline 0.59179349 0.20904898 1.0534512 
kriging 0.74907338 0.25565086 1.287444 
HASM 0.4879699 0.18408516 0.93618777 
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Fig. 2 average annual temperature surfaces 
5. Conclusion 
This paper presents a flexible software tool of high accuracy surface modeling. This software is also a 
framework to help modelers to perform multiple surface modeling in some extents. 
Surface modeling methods have been implemented in many GIS.HASM has been successfully applied 
to simulating various ecological surfaces on different Spatio-Temporal scales. The framework can 
facilitate user easily to process data. This software is easily applied to the development of ecosystem 
modeling integrated with surface modeling. This study from this integration is also helpful for future 
researches that aim to integrate surface modeling and ecosystem modeling.  
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